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Guest Editorial

Mark Mildren’s Historical
Medical Memorable Moments

L

by Mark E. Mildren ’11, Class of 2011 President

Beta, the “more inclusive” honors society. (Highly coveted, I
ooking back, the journey that we have undergone has
might add.) This was the year most of us witnessed the miracle
been much like a hike. There have been arduous climbs,
of birth for the first time. This was also the year most of us
there have been breathtaking mountaintop moments,
concluded it was totally gross.
and there have been valleys and pitfalls. I see us now as standI should say though, it can’t be that bad as my wife and I are
ing at a fork in the trail. One path leads to resting on our lauexpecting
baby number three any day now. That’s right. I rock a
rels, to self-contendedness, to mediocrity. Another path leads
minivan
now.
to becoming so engrossed with our duties that we sacrifice our
So, third year was full of new concepts, and I wanted to
families and friends, and eventually become isolated within ourhelp
some of you who maybe aren’t familiar with the terminolselves. But I believe that there is a third path. And if we look
ogy
that
we use on a day-to-day basis:
hard enough, and deep enough within ourselves, we might find
To
chief—To
summarize a patient for an attending physithat this third path leads to this presentation.
cian.
So, this is sort of a recap of the last four years for me,
To be pimped—To be asked a medical question in front of
called “Mark Mildren’s Historical Medical Memorable Moa large group of peers. An example
ments.” Or as Heather Vickers ’11
of this would be, “Greisha, on what
would say “MMHMMM.”
chromosome is the abnormality in
Year one: This was the year that
neurofibromatosis type 2? 22, that’s
we realized during class that we could
absolutely correct.”
not only pinpoint where Heather was
I would like to thank Greisha for
sitting, but also if she agreed or disdemonstrating
a perfect example for
agreed with the speaker. We realized
our
next
definition,
which is a gunner.
about six months in that Andrew
Year
four:
This
was
the year that I
Trecartin ’11 wasn’t mocking us. He’s
learned
orthopaedists
don’t practice
just that nice. I learned this year that
cardiovascular
physiology
on a Werif you didn’t get it the first anatomy
ner
level.
On
one
of
my
aways
I saw a
review, you might get it on the second.
stethoscope
taped
to
the
wall
with
the
Or maybe the third. Or if you’re like
warning,
“before
use,
call
medicine.”
me, you still haven’t. I learned this year
Mark E. Mildren ’11
My favorite Facebook status is from
that Matt Perkins ’11 has some rockin’
Matt
Brucks
’11:
“Well,
no shave November is over, time to
abs. This was the year that some of us finally experienced “the
shave
the
‘stache.
Oh
wait
... ” This was the year we learned
talk.” (Except it was H. Roger Hadley ’74, the urologist, givwhat
the
definition
of
a
“staycation”
is. This was the year that
ing it to our parents on family day.)
after
four
years
of
indoor
soccer,
short
field soccer and long
Year two: It was after our pharmacy final at the end of
field
soccer
…
Sarah
Killian
’11
scored
a
goal. And lastly, this
this year that we realized that our backup of pharmacy school
was
the
year
we
graduated.
wasn’t happening. We apparently learned what grows on ThayNow, I’m by no means an intelligent man. In 10 years,
er-Martin agar this year. I’m pretty sure it’s Acyclovir. This is
I
won’t
be able to tell you what grows out on Thayer-Martin
the year that I gave up trying to tell the twins Vlatka and NaAgar,
what
the antibiotic of choice is for Klebsiella Pneumonia
tasa Candarevic ’11 apart, and just said “Vlatasa.” This was the
or
what
on
earth those 12 squiggly lines on the red graph paper
year we learned what it might be like if “Tweak” from South
mean.
But
10
years from now, I will remember that I graduated
Park taught a little pharmacology. (This was also known as the
with
a
group
of
people that cared deeply about knowledge, and
Bucholz experience.) This was the year where it was okay for a
who
cared
deeply
about people. And 10 years from now, I will
man to whisper sweet nothings in our ear as we fell asleep. As
still
have
considered
it a privilege and an honor to call myself a
long as that man was Jeffrey D. Cao ’71.
member
of
Beta-Omega-Beta,
Loma Linda University’s School
Year three: First, I would like to give a shout out to DeeDee
of
Medicine,
Class
of
2011.
Thank
you.
Funai. DEEDEE! This was the inaugural year of Beta-Omega-
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Reiker Schultz ’11

School of Medicine Graduates 10,000th Student

M

any attendees at the Loma Linda University School of Medicine commencement ceremony on May 29, 2011,
knew that the 10,000th graduate was receiving his or her diploma that morning, but few knew exactly who the
graduate would be.
Loma Linda University School of Medicine is one of the longest-running schools in the United States and has
graduated the most students in the West. The school’s predecessor, American Medical Missionary College, existed in
Battle Creek, Michigan, until 1910. Of AMMC, Harold Shryock ’34 wrote in Diamond Memories:
“By 1895 conditions were suitable for the Battle Creek institution to undertake the education of physicians in its
own right. Several of the 20 young physicians who had completed their training at the University of Michigan were recruited as faculty members. ... The new school bore the name American Medical Missionary College and enrolled its first
class of 41 students on October 1, 1895.”
Lillian B. Boyer ’99 holds the title of first AMMC graduate. When the school at Battle Creek closed, a new medical
school, called the College of Medical Evangelists, had been started in Southern California. The first graduate of CME
was Zoe E. Bulpitt ’14.
In 1961 the College of Medical Evangelists has become Loma Linda University, and now, 97 years after Dr. Bulpitt’s
graduation, the School of Medicine has been able to, in the midst of its 100th anniversary, celebrate another momentous
occasion. When Reiker Schultz ’11 stood up to shake hands with both the dean, Roger Hadley ’74, and the president,
Richard Hart ’70, and accept his diploma, he graduated as the 10,000th student from Loma Linda University School of
Medicine.
Contratulations to Dr. Schultz and the Class of 2011 from your Alumni Association!
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May 29, 2011
Commencement Speaker
Scott C. Nelson ’96
Assistant Professor of Orthopaedics
LLUSM

T

hank you President Hart, Dean Hadley, Dean Lamberton, Class President Mark Mildren, and the School of
Medicine Class of 2011 for this great honor and opportunity to celebrate with you. We are all here today because
of our desire to serve and never before has there been such an
exciting time to do so.
Class of 2011! This is your last and perhaps your best day
of medical school. Not only are you graduating from medical school, but a great medical school; a medical school that is
known for its commitment to integrity, excellence and compassion; a medical school that was established to train doctors to
serve the needs of the human race around the world. As commissioned, it is a school of the highest order.
Congratulations parents! These graduates did not get to
where they are today without your love and sacrifices. Although
your pockets may be empty, you have successfully raised the
next generation of doctors.

6

Surgeons are known more for their efficient work ethic
and abrasive personalities than they are for well rounded lifestyles and public speaking abilities. Being no exception I had
to prepare for this like any difficult operation that involves a
certain amount of boldness and risk. Now, I have learned from
our residents that the current way to prepare for a case is to do
a Google search and watch some YouTube videos. This is often
done in substitute for the study of more traditional textbooks
and atlases.
So, with some anxiety about this upcoming event, I rounded off my preparations by watching some YouTube videos of
popular commencement addresses by famous people such as
Steve Jobs, Bill Gates, Barack Obama and other writers, film
producers, and business executives. Then a Google search found
the top 10 favored commencement quotes on graduationwisdom.com: “The way to be happy is to like yourself and the way
to like yourself is to do only things that make you proud” (from
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A New Era of Service

University of Texas 2000). And another one: “Just believe in
yourself and you’ll be just fine. And, oh yes don’t forget to market yourself and your ideas” (from Indiana University 2006).
These quotes are fine, but I am profoundly thankful that there
is something so much greater, and because of our faith in a
higher power and a commitment to serve others, we can aspire
way beyond the limits of our own abilities.
It was December 30, 2004. We parted from family and
friends, and walked out the front door of our house for the
last time. We got rid of many of our belongings and sent the
remainder on a container ship though the Panama Canal. Many
friends told us not to do it, some elevated us into some form
of unrealistic sainthood, and others just thought we were crazy.
I had quit a job that I loved and we had made a commitment
to move to Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic, where I was
to be the medical director of the Cure International children’s
hospital. Marni and me and our two boys, Chad and Alex—

then 7 and 5 years old, said our final goodbyes on the curbside
of Terminal 4 at LAX. Upon entering the departure hall the
large monitors listed all the destinations of departing flights –
wide-body jets departing for such destinations as Sydney, Hong
Kong, Mexico City, Paris, and Dubai. Departures and arrivals
come and go like phases in the journey of life. Having severed
our ties, the dreams of being able to arrive in any far corner
of the planet within less than 48 hours gave a sense of freedom and autonomy. But there was also apprehension about the
unknown—and a need to have faith that our necessities would
be provided instead of trusting in my own abilities to earn a
living. Mixed emotions welled up as our plane accelerated down
the runway and we lifted off into the night sky.
A sacred peace often occurs on those long flights—time
away from cell phones and pagers, or perhaps it is just being
38,000 feet closer to God. That night, as the lights dimmed and
the passengers fell asleep I contemplated the aspirations, fears,
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and freedom of the next phase. Excerpts from the prayer of
Sir Francis Drake, the first Englishman to circumnavigate the
globe, came to mind:

Introduction of speaker Scott Nelson ’96
by Roger Hadley ’74

I

am delighted to introduce our commencement
speaker, Dr. Scott Nelson, a member of the class
of 1996, a pediatric orthopedic surgeon, and our
7,660th graduate.
A day after the devastating earthquake in Haiti, Scott
Nelson flew into Haiti where he would make a profound
positive impact for the next six months.
At last year’s commencement ceremony, Scott received the award for being the University’s alumnus of
the year for his efforts in Haiti—an award he accepted
on live video feed from that country.
Dr. Nelson’s full throttle approach to life was
learned from his parents who taught him the fine balance
of curiosity, courage, risk, and putting the suffering of
others far above his own comforts. Scott has lived a life
of doing the unexpected: barefoot skiing in full regalia
after his graduation from Pacific Union College, running
the seven miles from his home to Arrowhead Regional
Medical Center most every day during his residency, and
making a homemade ice cream cake for his wedding. The
cake ended up being frozen solid and required a cast saw
to cut.
He is married to Marni, a wonderful woman who
enthusiastically encourages and courageously joins Scott
with a zest for daunting challenges and a zeal to make a
difference in this world. They have two boys: Chad and
Alex.
Scott is a great-great-grandson of Percy T. Magan,
former Dean of the School of Medicine and our school’s
most effective leader
Scott’s spirit of adventure is extraordinary, BUT, it
is eclipsed by his passion for his patients, his family and
God.
I am delighted that Doctor Scott Nelson is this
year’s commencement speaker. I am more delighted,
however, that he is one of many that represents the next
generation that will continue to mission of LLU. DR.
NELSON!

8

Disturb us, Lord, when
We are too pleased with ourselves,
When our dreams have come true
Because we dreamed too little,
When we arrived safely
Because we sailed too close to the shore.
Disturb us, Lord, to dare more boldly,
To venture on wilder seas.
We soon arrived in Santo Domingo, the capital of an impoverished nation, where we would spend the next five years
of our lives. It was anything but the prototypical jungle mission
setting that you read stories about. We were in the midst of a
congested, polluted, and noisy city of 2.5 million people living
beneath an all-night discothèque, attempting to learn a new language and adjusting to a new culture. For the first four months
we lived out of just a few suitcases. The air mattress that we
brought developed a slow leak and by 2 a.m. every night we
were down to sleeping on hard cement. Covered with mosquito
bites it was no surprise when we all got dengue fever. (Courtesy
of the Aedes Aegypti mosquito.) Not knowing anything about
the value of sacrifice and hardship, this relatively small taste
helped us understand the world a little better.
As you know I have a long family tradition at this University—not only Dr. Magan, but my other grandfather, Olavi
Rouhe, graduated from the school of medicine in 1934. A
short time later, as he was completing a tropical medicine fellowship in London, he received a call to go to Songa Mission
Hospital in the Belgian Congo. He and my grandmother packed
up their infant son, purchased necessary supplies and procured
tickets to sail from Southampton, England, to Lobito, Angola,
on a German passenger ship. This voyage took several weeks
and would be followed by a five-day train ride and some further
overland travel. Communication was nearly impossible. Today,
we can make calls for free on Skype, update our blogs, send
text messages instantaneously, and access entire medical libraries from almost anywhere in the world. This is a new era of
communication, globalization, and a new era of service.
Some doctors say “medicine is not what it used to be.”
Decreasing reimbursements, increasing liability, regulation and
demanding patients all add to their frustration. Statistics show
that the number one preoccupation of doctors today is the economic future of medicine. Increasing bureaucracy and decreasing reimbursement can be frustrating, but if our focus is on
service, there is no better time than now. In years past, much of
what you have learned was not known and the many modalities
of modern medicine that can bring healing were not available.
In orthopaedics alone more than half the operations we now
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perform were not known 40 years ago. Arthroscopy, minimally
invasive surgery, and computer programmed fixators that can
lengthen limbs and correct complex deformities yield outcomes
not previously obtainable. The list of advances goes on and on
and is multiplied as each and every specialty is considered. With
so many exciting and dramatic ways to help people how could
there be a better time to practice medicine at any other time in
history?
Our treatment options are unprecedented, but even more
so are the needs—earthquakes, wars, urban violence, motor vehicle trauma and illness. Whether it is a patient with malaria in
Guyana, a crushed leg in Haiti, or a drug addict in San Bernardino, we are being called. With greater needs, better treatments,
and a commission to serve, we as graduates of Loma Linda
University must be leaders in delivering compassion and medical excellence to the world.
During one of my frequent trips from Santo Domingo to
Cap Haitien in northern Haiti I saw patients in the clinic on
a hot August afternoon. The needs were immense and it was
difficult to keep from getting overwhelmed by the crowd of
patients who were waiting outside. Many had injuries that they
had lived with for years; many brought their children from far
away to seek help.
Suddenly a large commotion arose in the street out front.
There were sounds of wailing, confusion, and anger. We were
informed that a bus full of Haitians had just been involved in
a serious accident. I sent our two second-year medical students
to evaluate the situation. They quickly returned and said I better
get out there as there was a man that almost had his arm cut
off and was bleeding profusely, another who was unconscious
and foaming at the mouth, and several others with large open
wounds. While armed guards and UN soldiers were attempting
to control the mob from taking the life of the irresponsible
driver, we prepared our operating room and began operating on
the most urgent cases. Although we could not save everyone,
several of those passengers are alive today because we were
there on that August afternoon.
Little did I realize that several years later I would be walking down the halls of a similar Haitian hospital in the midst of
a disaster exponentially greater. 222,000 people dead and hundreds of thousands injured all at one time in one place—the
seventh deadliest earthquake in world history, January 12, 2010.
We were on the other side of the island in Santo Domingo
when the quake struck. I was reluctant to go without a plan, but
it was Marni who told me I had to go immediately. And I did,
since I always do what she says. When I arrived two days after
the quake no other help had arrived. Victims were occupying
every corner of the hallways and courtyards of the hospital –
their arms reaching out in hopes of getting help. It was hard to
know where to start as some patients were so near death that
even a life saving operation was unlikely to succeed.
We began operating around the clock, there were many

skipped meals and sleepless nights, but we hardly felt hunger
or fatigue as we were completely focused on the task at hand.
During those moments the priority of life was put in its proper
order. I praise God for life, a loving family and a great education and opportunity to serve those crying out for help.
Class of 2011, today you begin the life of being a doctor.
This is not just a title, a job, or a career. This is a lifestyle, a
sacred calling. You will now have the lives of human beings in
your hands. Some of you will be holding scalpels that will open
a human body. You may be bringing an infant into the world or
you may be comforting someone with a serious condition who
is sharing his or her inner feelings. No other segment of society
has been entrusted with a calling so great. As a graduate of this
institution, not only will you carry the seal of a well-educated
physician, but even more importantly a physician who serves –
not himself, but God and his fellow man.
A few months ago while doing a traditional orthopaedic
procedure with a couple of our residents I realized that they
were rather poorly prepared for the case. They admitted that
they were not able to find any good technique descriptions after doing a thorough Google search on their iPad. While visualizing in my mind a clear description of the technique from
the most commonly referenced orthopaedic textbook, I silently
proceeded to demonstrate the procedure. As I left them to
close the wound I brought the textbook and showed them the
page of well-drawn illustrations. During the rest of the rotation
they never failed to first get the basics from the textbook. So
with that in mind I chose not to fill this address with a bunch
of popular clichés, but to reference the master textbook. When
asked what the greatest commandment was, Jesus responded as
written in Matthew 22: “Love the Lord your God with all your
heart and with all your soul and with all your mind. And the
second is like it: Love your neighbor as yourself.”
The words integrity, excellence, and compassion have little
meaning without the example of the Master Physician. Our institutional reputation comes from more than our strong commitment to academic excellence; it comes from our focus on
Christ’s healing ministry. With the exception of yesterday’s talk I
rarely can remember all the points given at a graduation speech.
Orthopaedists are often criticized for our simple-mindedness
and the brute force with which we effect healing. It is said that
our residents must be strong as a bull and twice as smart. So with
simplicity and boldness, in the hopes that you might be able to
remember just one thing I will leave you with this thought as
we enter into a new era of service. Let us remember who has
more power than any miracle of modern medicine. I am now
looking at the statue of the Good Samaritan behind you. Every
graduate of this institution has passed by this symbol of our
school many times, and as I conclude I would like to invite you
to stand up turn around and look once again at this symbol of
our profession and give the applause to whom it is due. We are
not just doctors we are servants of the Master.
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CONGRATULATIONS
To the Class of 2011
From the Alumni Association,

School of Medicine of Loma Linda University

Mark Mildren
President

10

Katie Friederich
Vice President

Carin Reinsch
Secretary/Treasurer

Jon Lio
Pastor

Katrina Landa
Social Coordinator
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Kim Powell
Social Coordinator

Laura Petrovich
Historian

Shammah Williams
Historian

Ashley Hay
Community Outreach
Coordinator

Christina Tan
Senator

Andrew Roquiz
Senator

Darcy Trenkle
Sports Coordinator
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Arunthathi Abraham
Med/Peds
Wayne State University
UCLA

Lawrence Alcocer
Emergency Medicine
Loma Linda University
Cal Poly San Luis Obispo

Erik Axene
Emergency Medicine
Loma Linda University
Azusa Pacific University

Alison Agnetta
Med/Peds
Michigan State Univ.
Andrews University

Kelli Andersen
OB/Gyn
Loma Linda University
Walla Walla College

Nora Bailey
Year Off
Seattle Pacific University

Vlatka Agnetta
Emergency Medicine
Loma Linda University
Andrews University

Cordel Anderson
Anesthesiology
Loma Linda University
Walla Walla College

Luke Balding
Internal Medicine
U of Alabama Med Cntr
Cal State Stanislaus

Olaide Ajayi
Neurosurgery
Loma Linda University
Southern Adventist University

Andrea Arguello
OB/Gyn
U TX Southwestern
Rice University

Yolandie Becker
Family Medicine
Kaiser Permanente-Fontana
University of Redlands

Heidi Beteta
Internal Medicine
Loma Linda University
UC Riverside

Melissa Blankenbeckler
Pediatrics
Children’s Hospital-LA
University of Arizona

Nicholas Breig
Surgery-Prelim
Loma Linda University
UCLA - DDS

Grigoriy Arutyunyan
Orthopaedic Surgery
Mayo School of GME
Andrews University

Jasper Basit
Family Med/Rural
Loma Linda University
Canadian University College

Nathan Blue
OB/Gyn
LAC+USC Medical Center
Pacific Union College

Brittany Brooks
Year Off

Leon Bathini
Family Medicine
Northridge Hosp Med Cntr
University of Illinois

Oakwood College

Aaron Branch
Family Medicine
In His Image Inc.
Northern Illinois University

Nathan Brinckhaus
Family Medicine
Loma Linda University
Humboldt State University

Jaysson Brooks
Orthopaedic Surgery
Johns Hopkins University
Oakwood College

LEGEND
Graduate’s Name
Residency
Residency Hospital
Undergraduate School

12
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Matthew Brucks
Transitional
Santa Clara Valley Med Cntr
Canadian University College

Irena Cabrera
OB/Gyn
Lehigh Valley Hospital
Pacific Union College

Lauren Carpenter
General Surgery
U of NE Medical Center
UC Santa Barbara

Erik Castleberg
Emergency Medicine
Loma Linda University
University of Cntrl Florida
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Emily Chan
Pediatrics
Loma Linda University
UC San Diego

Kimberly Chan
Medicine-Prelim
Loma Linda University
Pacific Union College

Michael Chiang
Diagnostic Radiology
Kaiser Permanente So Cal
UCLA

Jason Chou
Internal Medicine
Huntington Memorial Hosp
Pacific Union College

Arthur Chung
Medicine-Prelim
Loma Linda University
Southern Adventist University

Gabriel David
Emergency Medicine
Wright State Univ.
University of Maryland

14

Andre Cipta
Family Medicine
Glendale Adventist Med Ctr
UC Berkeley

Marx de Sa
Surgery-Prelim
LAC+USC Medical Center
Worcester State College

Michael Clark
MS in Clinical Research
Tulane University
Pacific Union College

Cherie Dickerson
Internal Medicine
Kettering Medical Center
Oakwood College

David Chin
Pediatrics
Kaiser Permanente So Cal
UC San Diego

Bethany Cluskey
OB/Gyn
Tulane University
University of Illinois

Karisten Djernes
Family Medicine
Univ of TN
Southern Adventist University
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Christopher Ellstrom
Plastic Surgery
UC Irvine Medical Center
USC

April Evans
Internal Medicine
Tulane University
Southern Adventist University

Andrew Galffy
OB/Gyn
UCONN Health Center
Pacific Union College

Ashley Hamstra
Transitional
Arrowhead Regional Med Ctr
Walla Walla College

Catherine Gambs
Family Medicine
UCONN Health Center
Pacific Union College

Benjamin Harding
Pediatrics
Loma Linda University
Pacific Union College

Sarah Hess
Med/Peds
Marshfield-St. Joseph’s Hosp
Concordia College

Jason Fawley
General Surgery
Loma Linda University
Andrews University

Seth Gillham
Transitional
Arrowhead Regional Med Ctr
Southern Adventist University

Franky Hasibuan
Family Medicine
Loma Linda University
UC Riverside

Daniel Hoss
Medicine-Prelim
Loma Linda University
Westmont College

Katie Friederich
Pediatrics
Children’s Hospital-LA
Point Loma Nazarene Univ

J. Benjamin Gleason
Internal Medicine
Kettering Medical Center
Southwestern Adventist Univ

William Haynal
Psychiatry
Dartmouth-Hitchcock
Southern Adventist University

Sara Huddleston
Family Medicine
Tacoma Family Medicine
Western Washington Univ

Joshua Friend
General Surgery
Wright-Patterson Med Cntr
Southwestern Adventist Univ

Jackson Henley
Emergency Medicine
Wake Forest Baptist Med Ctr
Southern Adventist University

Paul Hwu
Internal Medicine
Cedars-Sinai Med Cntr
UC Berkeley
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Natasa Jenson
Emergency Medicine
Loma Linda University
Andrews University

Mercy Kagoda
Psychiatry
Medical College of WI
La Sierra University

Philip Johnson
Family Medicine/Prev Med
Loma Linda University
Walla Walla College

Julie Kaswick
Pediatrics
Children’s Hospital-LA
UC San Diego

Stephanie Jones
Medicine-Prelim
Huntington Memorial Hosp
Walla Walla College

Casey Keating
Diagnostic Radiology
Kaiser Permanente So Cal
Fresno Pacific University

Gregory Jutzy
Pediatrics
Loma Linda University
Walla Walla College

Brian Kessen
Emergency Medicine
Advocate Christ Med Cntr
Andrews University

James Killeen, III
Pediatrics
Loma Linda University
La Sierra University

Sarah Killian
Family Medicine
In His Image Inc.
UC Irvine

Samuel Kim
Transitional
Kettering Medical Center
UC Berkeley

16
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Ahreum Kim
Psychiatry
Beth Israel Med Cntr
Wellesley College

Lucas King
Orthopaedic Surgery
SUNY at Stony Brook
Westmont College

Eugene Kim
Emergency Medicine
Kalamazoo Ctr for Med Studies
UCLA

Curtis Knight
Emergency Medicine
Washington Hospital Center
Cal State San Bernardino

Haine Kim
Transitional
Harbor-UCLA Medical Cntr
UC Berkeley

Jeffrey Koning
Transitional
Arrowhead Regional Med Ctr
La Sierra University

Jisang Kim
Internal Medicine
Harbor-UCLA Medical Cntr
University of Washington

Daniel Kwon
Otolaryngology
Loma Linda University
Pacific Union College
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Teresa Lam
Pediatrics
Loma Linda University
Pacific Union College

Katrina Landa
Family Medicine
Naval Hospital
Andrews University

Esther Lee
Psychiatry
UC Irvine Medical Center
UCLA

Scott Lee
Internal Medicine
Loma Linda University
University of Maryland
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Jesse Lee
Pediatrics
Loma Linda University
Andrews University

Tim Lekic
Medicine-Prelim
Loma Linda University
Canadian Univ. College

Lora Liu
Family Medicine/Prev Med
Loma Linda University
Southern Adventist University

Ann Le
Family Medicine
Glendale Adventist Med Ctr
Pacific Union College

Bora Lee
Surgery-Prelim
Loma Linda University
UC San Diego

Kristyn Mannoia
General Surgery
Riverside County Regional
Azusa Pacific University

Natalie Marchand
Psychiatry
UC Irvine Medical Center
La Sierra University

Michael Matus
Internal Medicine
Loma Linda University
Andrews University

Rebecca Lee
Pediatrics
Loma Linda University
Andrews University

Derek Leung
Internal Medicine
St. Mary Medical Center
La Sierra University

Taidine Lopes
OB/Gyn
Orlando Health
Andrews University

Jessica Ledbetter
OB/Gyn
Reading Hospital
Andrews University

Matthew McCarty
Med/Peds
Loma Linda University
University of Arizona

Jonathan Lio
Internal Medicine
Johns Hopkins University
UCLA

Shino Magaki
Pathology
UCLA Medical Center
Univ. of NV-Las Vegas

David Mayor
Orthopaedic Surgery
McLaren Regional Med Cntr
Andrews University

Carlo Manalo
MPH
La Sierra University
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Kurt Meyer
Radiation Oncology
William Beaumont Hospital
Walla Walla College

William Millard
Medicine-Prelim
Loma Linda University
Pacific Union College

Yvette Modad
Medicine-Prelim
Loma Linda University
Andrews University

Robert McLennan
Anesthesiology
U of Kentucky Hospital
Southern Adventist University

Mark Mildren
Orthopaedic Surgery
Loma Linda University
Portland State University

David Moh
Internal Medicine
Kettering Medical Center
Andrews University
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Dafne Moretta
Internal Medicine
Kettering Medical Center
Universidad Nacional de Rosario

Jamie Ng
Psychiatry
UC Davis Health System
UC Irvine

William Mortensen
Transitional
Arrowhead Regional Med Ctr
Walla Walla College

Nicole Noel
Emergency Medicine
U of IL St. Francis Med Ctr
Southern Adventist University

Noel Nepomuceno
Family Medicine
Kaiser Permanente-Fontana
La Sierra University

Linda Okra-Boateng
Emergency Medicine
William Beaumont Hospital
University of Western Ontario

Daniel Ng
Medicine-Prelim
Loma Linda University
La Sierra University

Kristen Pagel
Psychiatry
Loma Linda University
Azusa Pacific University

Jeeyoon Park
OB/Gyn
Rush University Med Cntr
Andrews University

Sandy Park
General Surgery
Brooklyn Hospital Center
UC Berkeley

Kimone Powell
OB/Gyn
Einstein/Montefiore
Atlantic Union College

Angelique Richardson
Internal Medicine
White Memorial Med Center
Oakwood College

Jewel Sandy
Transitional
Arrowhead Regional Med Ctr
University of Colorado

20
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Miriam Peckham
Medicine-Prelim
Loma Linda University
Union College

Brenda Rea
Family Medicine/Prev Med
Loma Linda University
Loma Linda University

Matthew Perkins
Internal Medicine
Madigan Army Med Cntr
Whitworth College

Laura Petrovich
Pediatrics
Children’s Hosp-Orange Cnty
Oregon Institute of Tech

Bethany Reese
Year Off

Kimberly Reigel
Year Off

Andrews University

CSU Long Beach

Roy Poblete
Medicine-Prelim
Loma Linda University
Pacific Union College

Carin Reinsch
Internal Medicine
U of WI Hospital
Andrews University

D. Andrew Roquiz
Family Medicine
Kaiser Permanente-Woodland Hills
Andrews University

Aaron Saunders
General Surgery
Loma Linda University
Portland State University
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P. Brian Savino
Emergency Medicine
Kalamazoo Center
Pacific Union College

Melissa Sirichotiratana
Dermatology
SIU School of Medicine
La Sierra University

Mark Schneider
Medicine-Prelim
Loma Linda University
Walla Walla College

David Sky
Transitional
Providence Sacred Heart
Walla Walla College

Matthew Schrag
Medicine-Prelim
Yale-New Haven Med Cntr
University of North Dakota

Benjamin Stripe
Internal Medicine
UC Davis Health System
Biola University

Reiker Schultz
Medicine-Prelim
Jewish Hospital
Andrews University

Genny Sim
Family Medicine
Arrowhead Regional Med Ctr
University of Maryland

Katherine Swearingin
Pediatrics
Case Western Reserve Univ
Cornell University

Christina Tan
Internal Medicine
Scripps Clinic/Green Hospital
UC Davis

Gordon Tan
Pediatrics
Loma Linda University
UC Irvine

Katherine Thomas
Psychiatry
University of WA/Idaho
Boise State University

Laura Totaro
Pediatrics
Children’s Hos-Orange Cnty
Point Loma Nazarene Univ

22

P. Marcus Trayer
Family Medicine
St. Peter Hospital
Thompson Rivers University

Tiffanie Tse
Pediatrics
Children’s Hosp-Orange Cnty
Pacific Union College
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Maybelle Ursales
Family Medicine
Harbor-UCLA Medical Cntr
UC San Diego

Andrew Trecartin
General Surgery
Guthrie/Robert Packer Hosp
Andrews University

Timothy Van Der Heide
Canadian Match
University of BC

Daniel Treiyer
Internal Medicine
Emory Univ School of Med
Southern Adventist University

Dustin Varesko
Internal Medicine
Kettering Medical Center
Walla Walla College

Darcy Trenkle
Psychiatry
Loma Linda University
La Sierra University

Heather Vickers
Pediatrics
Loma Linda University
Andrews University
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Class Demographics

Class Size
Males
Females
Andrew Wai
Med/Peds
Loma Linda University
UCLA

Gregory Wallin
Family Medicine
Adventist Hinsdale Hospital
Andrews University

George Wennerberg
Transitional
Tripler Army Medical Center
Southern Adventist University

163
90
73

Marital Status
Married 
Single

Jonathan Wheatley
Emergency Medicine
Texas A&M
La Sierra University

(2 married to fellow classmates) 56
107

Ethnic Origin (as specified by students)
African-American
Asian Indian
Asian (other), Filipino
Caucasian
Hispanic/Cuban/Puerto Rican/other Hispanic

Shammah Williams
Internal Medicine
U of Alabama Med Cntr
Oakwood College

Jason Yang
Family Medicine
UC Irvine
UC Berkeley

Melissa Wong
Pediatrics
University of Kentucky
Andrews University

Kyung-In Yang
Family Medicine
Memorial Hermann Hospital
Andrews University

Rafeek Woods
Neurosurgery
Loma Linda University
Andrews University

Victoria Yin
Medicine-Prelim
Santa Clara Valley Med Cntr
UC Berkeley

Toni-Ann Wright
Pediatrics
U of Tennessee
Oakwood College

Enoch Yoon
Family Medicine
O’Connor Hospital
Pacific Union College

Mina Youssef
Psychiatry
Loma Linda University
Harvey Mudd College

14
2
52
81
14

Country of Residence
United States
152
Croatia
2
Nigeria
1
Canada5
Uganda
1
Bermuda
1
St. Vincent & The Grenadines
1
Undergraduate School
Andrews University
Pacific Union College
La Sierra University
Southern Adventist University
Walla Walla University
University of California, Los Angeles
Oakwood University
University of California, San Diego
Azusa Pacific University
Canadian University College
University of Maryland
University of California, Irvine
Point Loma Nazarene University
Portland State University
Southwestern Adventist University

26
17
12
12
11
7
6
5
3
3
3
3
2
2
2

University of Arizona	
University of Illinois, Urbana
University of California, Riverside
Westmont College
Atlantic Union College
Biola University
Boise State University
Brigham Young University
Cal Poly—San Luis Obispo
Concordia College
Cornell University
California State University, Long Beach
California State University, Stanislaus
California State University, San Bernardino
Fresno Pacific University
Harvey Mudd College
Humboldt State University
Loma Linda University
Northern Illinois University
Oregon Institute of Technology
Rice University
Seattle Pacific University
Thompson River University
University of Redlands
University of California, Berkeley
University of California, Davis
University of California, Fresno
University of California, Santa Barbara
Union College
University of British Columbia
University of Colorado, Boulder
University of Nevada
University of Washington
University of Western Canada
University of Southern California
Wellesley College
Western Washington University
Whitworth College
Worchester State University

2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Grad students receive degrees on May 29

24

Thirteen School of Medicine students in conjunction with the Faculty of Graduate Studies received the Master of Science or Doctor of
Philosophy degrees during commencement ceremonies: Nathan James Abraham, Nathaniel Chan, Leroy George Henry, Lai Sum
Leoh, Gabriel Robert Linares, Pooja Pratap Mujumdar, Oludare Jeremiah Odumosu, Devon Otani Osbourne, Amelia Padilla,
Matthew Stephen Schrag, Vladimir Enrique Vargas, Cheri Nicole Watkins, and Adides Anthwon Williams.
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May 29, 2011
School of Medicine

Honorees
Complete biographies
are in the AJ Online

J(ohn) Lamont Murdoch ’63
LLUSM Distinguished Service Award

Donald L. ’46 (posthumously) and Mildred A.R. ’46 Stilson
LLUAHSC Distinguished Humanitarian Award

www.llusmaa.org

Jeff Cao ’71
LLUSM Distinguished Service Award

(accepted by his daughter, Robin Russell)

26

G. Gordon Hadley ’44-B
LLUAHSC Lifetime Service Award
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Patrick Y. ’70-res and Linda C. Wong
LLUSM Humanitarian Award

Findlay E. Russell ’51
University Alumnus of the Year
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You Say This

Alumni Fund
Endowing the Future
Alumni Fund

Uncompleted Chairs, Funds, and Special Projects
1. Centennial Tuition Endowment Fund
2. Deferred Mission Appointment Scholarships
3. Future Faculty Scholarships
4. Black Minorities Scholarship Fund
5. Marilyn J. Herber Women in Medicine
Scholarship Fund
6. Hispanic Student Scholarship Fund
7. Pacific Rim Scholarship Fund
8. Scandinavian Scholarship Fund
9. Dean’s Fund
10. Benjamin H.S. Lau Endowment Fund
(Microbiology)
11. Raymond E. Ryckman Chair (Microbiology)
12. Emergency Medicine Research and
Education Fund
13. Family Medicine Fund
14. GYN/OB—Elizabeth Larsson Endowment
15. Medicine—Harold J. Hoxie Fund
16. Medicine—Varner Johns Chair
17. Medicine—John E. Peterson Fund

18. Neonatology Fund
19. Ophthalmology Endowed Chair
20. Orthopaedics—Claran H. Jesse Chair
21. Orthopaedics—Virchel E. Wood Fund
22. Pediatrics—Robert F. Chinnock Chair
23. Pediatric Emergency Medicine Fund
24. Pediatric Education, Research & Training
25. Psychiatry—Harrison S. Evans Endowed
Chair
26. Surgery—Head and Neck
27 Surgery (general)—Joergenson/Smith Fund
28. Surgery (general)—Clifton & Sandra
Reeves Chair
29. Urology—Roger Barnes Memorial Fund
30. Barry Taylor Research Fund
31. Wil Alexander Fund
(Class credit is given for all gifts made to
these projects)

MARK YOUR CALENDAR

80 APC
TH

MARCH 2-5, 2012
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The Inexorable March
by Karl P. Sanberg ’74

A

indentured servants. The Democrats giddily
nother LLUSM graduation means
pushed through the biggest entitlement yet in
it’s time for another reassessment of
the form of Obamacare, without any concern
the status of the profession we have
for the fact that our medical infrastructure is
chosen for a lifework.
currently overtaxed. We have critical physician
The inexorable march of government,
and nurse shortages which are getting worse
insurance, and litigation impacting the praceven without Obamacare. How much worse
tice of medicine has had a profound and diswith it?
couraging effect on my life as a physician. I
Computerization of medical records has
use the term “impacting” in the constipating
been
extremely impacting (and here I really
sense, in addition to the way this term is commean
constipating) to the practice of medimonly used today. I suspect similar effects
cine.
The
government offered our hospital
have been experienced in the lives of most
millions
of
dollars to convert to EMR. We
of the LLUSM graduates who have been in
were
so
used
to feeding at the government
practice since at least 1985.
trough,
our
administration
never even quesI know from my study of American hisKarl P. Sandberg
tioned
whether
it
would
improve
patient care
tory that our founding fathers viewed govern(it
doesn’t)
or
whether
it
would
make
the
hospital
more
profitment as a necessary evil which had the tendency to enslave the
able
(it
has
almost
bankrupted
us.)
The
patients
hate
it
because
people if not kept under control. Still, I was dismayed when the
it diminishes face time with them. The doctors and nurses hate
Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1986 sharply raised my awareit because it is a gargantuan addition to the workload. Only the
ness of the penchant of U.S. government to grow and controlgovernment likes it.
—this time in the practice of medicine. This Act brought us
Well, there is one other group appreciative—actually lickMaximum Allowable Actual Charges (MAACs). To my knowling
its
chops—over EMR, and that is attorneys. What a glorious
edge, this was the first dictatorial act of the U.S. government
place
for
them to feed! Speaking of attorneys, I should mentoward doctors. Up until this time, doctors charged what they
tion,
in
case
you haven’t seen it, attorneys are advertising on TV
charged and Medicare paid what it paid. We were lured into a
and
on
the
Internet
that the prescription of Paxil, Serzone, Zyrelationship with a somewhat fuzzy, but basically benign beast.
prexa,
Arava,
Bextra,
Celebrex, Vioxx, Baycol, Accutane, AvanSuddenly, in 1986, Medicare was a dragon with iron teeth and
dia,
Chantix,
Fentanyl
Pain Patch, Fluoroquinolones, Mirapex,
our only option was to do as they commanded, or to opt out of
Oxycontin,
Phenylpropanolamine,
Prempro, Propulsid, Reglan,
Medicare entirely and say goodbye to many patients with whom
Rezulin,
Yasmin,
or
RhoGAM,
may
entitle people to hit the
we had long and caring relationships. The AMA didn’t fight this
lottery
and
share
40%
of
this
jackpot
with their attorney. Oh,
draconian measure, so I dropped my membership and joined
one
more
grouse
in
the
attorney
vein
is
a
glaring injustice of our
the American Association of Physicians and Surgeons because
times—the
fact
that
attorneys
have
essentially
fixed it so they
they at least were trying to fight the encroachment of governcannot
be
successfully
sued
for
malicious
litigation.
ment.
Oh—a very quick modifier to the above. When it is my
Changes in Medicare billing rules came fast and furiously
turn
to be the target, of course I have on file which attorney I
after this. I remember attending a billing seminar in the 1990s,
will
call
to stand by my side.
back when I was still trying to run my own practice. The semiI
have
mountains of charts on my desk every day. I get
nar was put on by Medicare itself and ended with a cartoon of
scads
of
faxes
from pharmacies, insurance watchdogs, governa woman with a mountain of paperwork on her desk pleading
ment
agencies,
people trying to get power wheel chairs, diabetic
on the phone with some faceless government lackey, “Please
shoes,
disability,
etc, etc. Time for actual face to face patient
don’t change the rules before I finish this claim.” They knew
contact
continues
to diminish.
what they were doing to us and were laughing about it.
All
of
these
things
have especially impacted rural medicine.
By now, only twenty-five years after the first salvo of 1986,
I
practice
out
in
the
boonies
of Arkansas. Out here, doctors
doctors have almost completely lost any voice in the practice
of medicine. The government is openly turning doctors into
Please turn to page 34

Opinions expressed in this column are solely those of the writer and not necessarily those of the editors.
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The Cost of Change

A Legacy

by Gary R. Barker ’80-B, Alumni Association president

T

o the graduates of the School of
both infants and adults. All have reduced
Medicine, Class of 2011, it is my
morbidity and mortality. People in the
hope that the practice of medicine
United States are living longer. All of this
is everything that you have expected and
was made possible by very bright people
that you realize your dreams. Your oppordoing research and developing new meditunities are significant and the future apcal innovations.
pears to be very bright.
We were in an economic recession
When I look back on my experience
when I graduated from medical school in
in the medical profession, I am impressed
1980. Now I realize that the more things
with the rapid changes that have occurred
have changed, the more they stay the
within the practice of medicine. The techsame. We are in another recession and our
nologies have changed, and although we
national debt is $12.5 trillion higher than
manage the same problems, we take a difin 1980. Perhaps accountants will dictate
ferent approach using different techniques,
what medical treatments will be provided
equipment, and understanding of disease.
and who will have access to it.
Many of these advances are giving patients
We need to have a serious debate
a better quality of life.
over what direction healthcare in America
For example, urologists in the early
should go. We have major lifestyle diseasGary R. Barker ’80-B
1980s did open surgical procedures to rees that kill or maim Americans every day.
move both kidney and ureteral stones. Now these types of proThere is effective care and treatments for these diseases, but at
cedures are rarely done. The pathophysiology of kidney stones
what cost? Is there any personal responsibility for a destructive
is better understood and prevention is possible in many cases.
lifestyle? What do poor diet and lifestyle cost the healthcare
New scopes, procedures, and technology have revolutionized
system on a yearly basis? Should the system provide pills and
the way we manage these problems. Patients previously stayed
expensive procedures for diseases that they personally brought
in the hospital a week, and now they undergo the treatment and
upon themselves? Is there enough incentive to maintain a
return home on the same day.
healthy diet and lifestyle?
In spite of all the advances in medicine, there are still a
It is a complex problem, and the medical profession unmultitude of challenges. With major advances in new technoloderstands it, but it is difficult to effect change that will lower
gy, there are dramatic increases in the cost of providing healththe costs. We should be the leaders who recommend the solucare. This is the area where I have seen the most change. Tax
tions. I think that if we are not involved with providing compayers fund more and more medical care expense. The tools
mon sense solutions, the government will give us their solution.
of technology are expensive, creating more and more expense
Are the insurance companies taking any responsibility for the
to the patient and ultimately threatening our current healthcare
overuse or underuse of the healthcare system? I believe that
system. Yes these new treatments are better, but are they cost
God has given us the power to reason from cause to effect.
effective? Should there be an incentive for the patient to be acIn our current system, medical care is more and more being
countable for his or her own health? Should patients be allowed
provided by the taxpayer. As a physician it is our responsibility
to name their own price for treatment? Should they continue
to ask the hard questions of those who are making the changes
to go to the doctor as often as they deem necessary for any
that are being implemented. However, it is even more imporperceived problem?
tant that the physicians in training be involved in this process.
Many of my patients reminisce about how low hospital
Because ultimately the young medical professionals are the fucosts were in the 1950s and complain about how we are pricing
ture of healthcare. They will ultimately provide care in a very
ourselves out of reach of most Americans. But these patients
inefficient system. All alumni of the School of Medicine have
have not thought about advances in care—renal dialysis, kidney,
a responsibility to understand the changes that are coming and
liver, pancreas transplants, interventional cardiology, open heart
get involved to shape the future, so that we can continue to
surgery, new cancer treatments, and heart transplantation for
provide high-quality care to those in need.
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by H. Roger Hadley ’74, School of Medicine dean

T

hey did it! Under God’s guidance,
Reiker’s path to the medical field was not
Ellen White, John Burden and Peras direct. While working as an automocy Magan all participated in estabtive CAD designer, Reiker and his wife,
lishing a school that has now accomplished
Jessica, met another married couple who
what no other medical school in the westwere heavily involved in Adventist Frontier Missions. “Their experiences intrigued
ern United States has done. As of the 2011
us,” Reiker remembers. “After a year of
commencement ceremony, Loma Linda
prayer and discussion, my wife and I deUniversity School of Medicine has graducided we wanted to dedicate our lives to
ated over 10,000 physicians, all skilled in
mission service.” He returned to Andrews
the medical sciences and qualified to purUniversity where he completed his presue post-graduate residency and specialty
medical studies in 2007 and matriculated
training. For more than a century, the cominto the LLUSM Class of 2011 thereafmon thread among all medical students at
ter. Following his residency, Reiker plans
LLU has been the clear articulation that
to serve abroad in a mission appointment
God is a central part of the mission for
with Jessica and their two children, ages 8
their lives. These students have embraced
and 10. “Mission service is the underlying
the motto of our university: “To make
reason I came to medical school,” he said.
[their patients] whole”—physically, menH. Roger Hadley ’74
“I want to do something with my life that
tally and spiritually. Among the school’s
involves service to others.”
graduates are more than 7,500 members of the Seventh-day
During the commencement ceremony, the school also
Adventist Church who have served throughout the world, and
presented this year’s Distinguished Service Awards to faculty
in the development of church-based clinics, hospitals, schools
members J. Lamont Murdoch ’63 and Jeffrey Cao ’71. Dr.
and colleges that have brought, and continue to bring, healing
Murdoch has been on the full-time faculty since 1969 and has
and hope to millions of God’s children.
taught more than 6,000 of our graduates the subject of enThe distinction of being the 10,000th LLU School of Meddocrinology. Dr. Cao, a professor of pathology and course diicine physician graduate went to Reiker Schultz of Chesanang,
rector for pathology, taught during the second year of medical
Michigan. His grandfather, Frank Richard Schultz, graduschool. He has also been the recipient of numerous “Teacher
ated from LLU School of Medicine in 1940 and established
of the Year” awards, voted by the 4th year students and faculty.
a successful medical practice. Reiker’s father, Richard Frank
Schultz, graduated in 1974 and completed an internal medicine
This year’s commencement speaker, Scott Nelson, is a
residency before joining his father’s practice.
1996 graduate of LLUSM, 2010 LLU Alumnus of the Year,
and now a full-time faculty member in the LLU Department of
Orthopaedics. At the 2010 commencement, Dr. Nelson had accepted his award via live video feed from Haiti (broadcast to the
audience on the event’s big screen) for his extraordinary work
at the country’s Adventist hospital immediately following the
devastating earthquake in January of the same year. During his
presentation at this year’s (2011) commencement, Dr. Nelson
enjoined the graduates to remain focused on the school’s mission and reminded them that “Googling” an answer to a medical management question was an insufficient substitute for lifelong learning. Dr. Nelson is our school’s 7,660th graduate and is
a great-great grandson of Percy Magan—former LLUSM dean
and perhaps our school’s most effective leader.
Dr. Hadley presents LLU’s 10,000th medical doctor diploma to Reiker
Schultz ’11.
Please turn to page 35
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Errata

P e r pet ua l M embe r s

New or Upgraded Membership • January 1—August 31, 2011
Platinum:
Clifford Parmley ’76-B
Dennis D. Reinke ’79-A
Gold:
Jess S. Simmons, Jr. ’63

Silver:
Joyce L. Hoatson ’80-B
Dwight W. Johnson ’56
Zachary J. Paul ’14

Current elected members:
Term expires:
		 Marilyn J. Herber ’58, president
2013
		 Irvin N. Kuhn ’55, vice-president
2012
		 Donna L. Carlson ’69, CFO/secretary 2014
		 Debra L. Stottlemyer ’86
2015
		 Douglas R. Hegstad ’80-A
2016

Donors to Alumni Association projects:

Our sincere apologies to Brian M. Shockey ’86,
a member of the Silver Anniversary Class at APC
2011. We unintentionally left his name off of the
caption on page 11 of the April-June 2011 Alumni
Journal, under the Silver Anniversary Class photo.

Richard D. Dunbar ’62

HOLDING FUND, INC.
The Alumni Association’s Endowment Fund
The Holding Fund board of directors is comprised of five
elected members (each of whom serve a five-year term) and
four officers of the Alumni Association who serve as ex-officio
members.

Our sincere apologies to the following individuals
whose names were inadvertently omitted from the
donor list printed in the April-June 2011 Alumni
JOURNAL:

The board’s primary responsibility is to invest the Alumni
Association’s endowment fund, over $4.8 million, of which
Perpetual (Life) Memberships are approximately 90 percent.
The nominating committee of the Holding Fund has chosen
the nominees listed below.

Donors to Mission and Scholarship:

Harvey A. Elder ’57
George Hszieh ’68
Donors to Class Funds:

Brian M.
Shockey ’86

Robert D. Mitchell ’47
Richard D. Dunbar ’62

All Perpetual Members will be mailed a ballot to choose one
of the nominees to serve a five-year term, 2012-2017, on the
Holding Fund board of directors. Ballots will be counted until
February 1, 2012.

In addition to serving as current president of the Alumni Association, Gary Barker is also
an assistant professor in the Loma Linda University Department of Urology, an assistant
professor of surgery in the Division of Urology, and on staff at Loma Linda University
Medical Center, Arrowhead Regional Medical Center, and the Jerry Pettis Memorial VA
Hospital. He has also served as chief financial officer for the Alumni Association.
Gary R. Barker ’80-B
Currently Jeffrey Cao is the director of the pathology course at the Loma Linda University School of Medicine, the medical director of mircobiology in the clinical laboratory at
the Loma Linda University Medical Center, and the hematopathologist for the Loma Linda Veterans Hospital. He served as president of the Alumni Association from 2005-2006.
He is active in fundraising for students and has received numerous teaching awards.
Jeffrey D. Cao ’71

Pick a hospital.
Any hospital.
Residents and fellows, with AdvanceMD, a
new program from Adventist Health:
• Choose from 17 locations in California,
Oregon, Washington and Hawaii
• Practice in an urban, suburban or rural
location
• Get paid up to two years before you
complete your training
• Work for a values-driven health system

Frank D. Howard, IV, PhD, MD, FACP, is a practicing medical oncologist in Moreno Valley and Corona, CA. He received his PhD in biophysical chemistry from Stanford in 1981
and his MD from Harvard Medical School in 1985. He completed his internship, residency
and fellowship at Brigham & Women’s Hospital and Dana Farber Cancer Institute. He has
been a faculty member at Loma Linda University School of Medicine since 1995.

Contact Ryan Rasmusson, Physician Recruiter. 800.847.9840 • phyjobs@ah.org • www.adventisthealth.org/phyjobs

Frank Howard ’85-Harvard
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The Inexorable March

In Memoriam

Continued from page 29

AJ Online

Jerrold A. Corbett ’57

John C. Gregorius ’03

Calvin A. Olson ’51

Helen L. Popoway-Holiak ’47

Arlene R. Martone-Schlisner ’72

Findlay E. Russell ’51

visit www.llusmaa.org and click “Welcome to AJ Online”

wear all the hats. Our closest specialist backup is many
miles away. We don’t have beautiful beaches, spacious
malls, cultural attractions, amusement parks or many of
the other amenities commonly listed on physician recruiter literature. We do have attorneys (the U.S. has 5% of the
world’s population and 66% of the world’s attorneys.) We
do have lots of work and a diminishing workforce to accomplish it. We have recruiters looking for physicians for
us at all times. Overall, the outlook is not good. Exposed
to the frustrations listed above (and I have understated
the case), not one of my three boys wants to be a doctor.
Sometimes, when it’s probably good that I can’t get
one hand free (because I’d be pulling out what’s left of my
hair), I think maybe I should just hang it up here and go
to the mission field where they would at least appreciate
what I would try to do for them.
Last year I tried to free myself up for mission service
only to find that I couldn’t find anybody willing to take my
place in rural Arkansas.
It turns out that this is my mission field.

a

Adventist Health offers practice opportunities in 17 locations
in four western states. Our unique approach to health care
promises a rewarding career that melds the best of medical
science with a passion for service. It’s why top physicians are
choosing to build their future with us.

Whatever you’re looking for, you’ll find a world of opportunities within Adventist
Health. Contact us today to find a practice opportunity that’s right for you.

1-800-847-9840

phyjobs@ah.org · adventisthealth.org
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Continued from page 31
Every graduation seems to have a back story, and this year
was no exception. Yolandie (Becker) McCoskey ’11 was nearly
40 weeks pregnant, yet very hopeful that she could be a part of
the graduation weekend ceremonies. Although the afternoon of the
Friday night hooding and consecration found Yolandie beginning
active labor, she obtained her physician’s permission to march in
the ceremony’s processional. She was present just long enough to
receive the traditional engraved silver baby cup presented to the new
and expectant medical student parents and to have the hood of her
regalia placed by her family as her name was read. The following
morning she delivered a healthy baby boy, Wyatt Joel McCoskey.
Less than 48 hours after giving birth, Yolandie was wheeled out to
the commencement ceremony where I had the delightful opportunity to hand her the doctor of medicine diploma. What a privilege it
was to be a part of this memorable occasion.
As a former medical student, alumnus, faculty member and
current dean of the School of Medicine, I firmly believe that this
school has survived and excelled during the training of more than
10,000 graduates, due to divine guidance. As we continue to teach
the physicians of tomorrow, I ask that you join me in prayer for
God’s continued guidance and presence on this campus.

Yolandie McCoskey ’11 (with husband Matthew, Dr. Hadley, and Dr. Richard Hart, LLU President) receives her MD diploma the day after delivering
her first child.

Have you considered making a gift
that benefits YOU during your lifetime?

West Coast
Physician Practice
Opportunities
house in the country with acreage. A place to raise your
family with good schools. An outdoor paradise on the
shores of Hawaii. World-class ski slopes nearby. A city rich with
culture and diversity. A home with sweeping views of vineyards.

A Legacy

Establishing a planned gift can benefit you now and benefit
your favorite non-profit organizations later.
The benefits to you can include:

• Enhanced retirement income
• Income tax deductions
• Bypass capital gains
Adventist Health
Hospital Locations
California

Bakersfield
Clearlake
Glendale
Hanford
Los Angeles
Napa Valley
Paradise
Selma
Simi Valley
Sonora
Ukiah
Willits
Hawaii

A planned gift works well with real estate, securities, and
collectables. It can even be established at end of life as a
legacy to your family.
Contact me at our new office to discover how a planned gift can
benefit you now and Loma Linda University later.
Bud Sanders
Executive Director
Loma Linda University

Kailua

Planned Giving and Trust Administration

oregon

11145 Anderson Street, Suite 203, Loma Linda, CA 92354

wasHington

(909) 558-4553 or (800) 558-6298 • www.llulegacy.org • legacy@llu.edu

Portland
Tillamook

Walla Walla
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Placements
Rates: $29.00 for first five lines; $2.00 for each additional line. Bold Borders: $7.00; color screen: $11.00 extra charge. Please submit ads in writing to
the Alumni JOURNAL, 11245 Anderson Street, Suite 200, Loma Linda, CA 92354, or FAX to 909.558.4638. Coordinated by Lory Sanchez,
909.558.4633.
CALIFORNIA
SDA Family Practice physician BC/BE
to join an established practice in Antioch,
CA. Initial guaranteed salary and office
space available. Growing community in
the East Bay/Delta Region of CaliforEXCELLENT ED/ACC POSITIONS FOR BC/BE PHYSICIANS. Northern, Southern and
Central California locations. Stable
contracts, high hourlies, attractive facilities, profit sharing, paid malpractice, excellent benefits. Opportunity
for growth and leadership. Join our
partnership of established emergency medicine and ambulatory care
physicians. Contact Doug Harala,
CEP America, 2100 Powell Street,
Suite 920, Emeryville, CA 946081803; e-mail <haralad@medamerica.
com> (800) 842-2619.
FEATHER RIVER HOSPITAL
(FRH) is a 101-bed acute care hospital
in Northern California, serving a population of 45,000. We are a member of
Adventist Health, a non-profit organization with hospitals in California, Oregon, Washington and Hawaii.
In 2008, we opened a state-of-the-art,
41,500 sq. ft. Rural Health Center with
a broad range of medical specialties. In
June 2010, we broke ground on a new
18-bed Emergency Department Expansion, which is scheduled for completion
in the fall of 2011. As a CAPE (California Award for Performance Excellence)
Gold Quality Award winning hospital,
we are dedicated to extraordinary patient care, as well as meeting the needs
of our physicians in both their practice and lifestyle. Current opportunities
include: family medicine, internal

36

nia. Recreational and cultural amenities
abound in or near this area. New SDA
8-grade school and church campus. A successful candidate will pass a background
screen and hospital credentialing. Submit
CV with 3 references and cover letter in
.pdf or .doc format to: Don Amador,
Physician Recruitment, email: damador@
cwo.com, phone: 925.783.1834

AFRICA
SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST
HOSPITAL, ILE-IFE, Nigeria,
West Africa. Be a medical missionary in Africa. Help train physicians in
the only Adventist residency (family
medicine) program in Africa. Openings for board-certified general surgeon and OB/GYN/ Short-term/
volunteer specialists in other specialties also needed and welcomed.
Tropical medicine electives available
for medical students and residents.
E-mail CV with inquiries to Herb
Giebel, MD, PME Director, at <GiebelNet@aol.com>

SURGICAL MULTISPECIALTIES
Medical Group in Los Angeles is seeking
BC/BE general surgeon to join a wellestablished busy practice. The practice
has two main office locations on the campuses of tertiary care teaching hospitals
10 minutes apart in greater Los Angeles
area. Please respond with CV to <rebecca_smmg@yahoo.com> or fax CV to
A family practice job opportunity for a
(323) 224-2790.
FT/PT Family Practice Physician in OroFAMILY PRACTICE JOB OPPOR- ville, California. Well-established outpaTUNITY. Excellent opportunity for FT/ tient practice is looking to add another
physician. Location conducive to a suPT
medicine, hospitalist, pulmonology,
gastroenterology, dermatology and
radiation oncology. We offer the Adventist Health Advance MD program,
signing bonus, relocation assistance, an
income guarantee, physician participation in policy decision-making, remoteaccess digital imaging, electronic medical
records and library system, and hospitalsponsored events for the entire family.
Our commitment to physicians and staff
reflects in our low nursing vacancy rate,
low physician turnover and the strong
relationship between the CEO and the
medical staff.

about 175 miles away), Paradise offers
breathtaking scenery and outdoor activities including fishing, boating, biking,
hiking and golf. There are several
Adventist churches in the area and a
renowned 12-grade SDA academy.
Paradise and the surrounding communities host a myriad of cultural events and
are home to the second largest reservoir in
California and one of the largest
municipal parks in the nation. We have
over 260 days of sunshine per year, with
an average snowfall of 2 1/2 inches.
Median housing prices average 25%
less than that of the rest of California.

Paradise, CA, is located in the Sierra
Nevada foothills 90 minutes north of
Sacramento and 15 minutes east of
Chico (a diverse university town with a
population of 80,000). Nestled between
San Francisco and Lake Tahoe (each

If you are interested in joining our
growing healthcare team, please contact Patricia Huse at 530-876-7191
huseps@ah.org or Keith Stilson at
530-876-2127 stilsokr@ah.org.
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GENTLEMAN’S FARM in the
HEART OF REDLANDS: 31330
Highland Avenue. Luscious 4.4 acres
of gorgeous productive Orange
groves with water shares, nice Barn
and Horse Coral along with a beautiful tri-level home with 3062 square
feet plus a large Recreational room
and wine cellar. This home has a
Fantastic View, 4 bedrooms, 3 baths,
formal Living, Dinning, and Music
room. Has 2 cozy fireplaces, nice
kitchen and family room, lovely Pool,
Jacuzzi, and Gazebo, just a short
drive to Schools, Shopping, and the
Redlands Bowl! All for $675,000
SHIRLEY CAMPBELL / SHIRLEY’S REALTY 909-798-0373
CRMLS.ORG (Click Public Property Search. Follow directions. For
list price put $675000 to 675000 for
city hit R then scroll to Redlands then
Search. Double click picture, then
click Slide Show.)

GUAM
Seventh-day Adventist Guam Clinic is
seeking individuals interested in short
and/or long term medical missionary
service. We have openings in the following specialties: general surgery, ob/
gyn, internal medicine, family medicine,
pediatrics, rheumatology, gastroenterology, cardiology, nephrology, orthopedics and urology. We welcome DMA
program participants, third-year resident rotation, and fourth-year medical
MICHIGAN

DERMATOLOGY TRAINING IN
MICHIGAN: Wanted board certified
physician wanting to learn dermatology. If
you are tired of medicine, I would suggest
looking at dermatology which is a nice mix
of medical and surgical problems. Dermatologists have one of the highest job
satisfaction levels of any specialty. Please
contact me at (269) 964-9777 (home) or
perb lifestyle, with rewarding patient base (909) 289-1020. Donn LaTour, MD.
and flexible hours. If interested, please
call Vaughn Smith at (503) 570-2503 or OHIO
email
<smithch_2000@yahoo.com>.
MAINE
PARKVIEW ADVENTIST MEDICAL CENTER, a 55-bed acute care
general hospital located in the beautiful
coastal community of Brunswick, Maine,
has practice opportunities for many specialty areas.These BE/BC positions are
hospital-based with a competitive salary,
benefits package, CME allowance and paid
relocation: pulmonology, internal medicine, orthopaedic surgery, family practice. For more information, contact Ted
Lewis, CEO, (207) 373-2244; e-mail
<tlewis@parkview amc.org> or Melanie
Crowe, Director of Medical Staff Services (207) 373-2245; e-mail <mcrowe@
parkviewamc.org>, 329 Maine Street,
Brunswick Maine 04011. Visit our website
<www.parkviewamc.org>.

CRITICAL CARE MEDICINEDAYTON, OH Excellent opportunity for BC/BE CCM or CCM/Pulmonary physician to join growing 25+
physicians private practice CCM/ID/
Hospitalis/Endocrine group. Dayton
is located in southwestern, OH near
Cincinnati. The metropolitan area of
800,00 offers many cultural, sports
and recreational activies, excellent
public and private school systems and
affordable housing. Competitive salary and outstanding benefit package
offered. Not a J-1 Visa opportunity.
Send CV or call: Becky KronaugePractice Administrator
33 West Rahn Rd. #102, Dayton,
OH 45429 Phone: (937)433-8990
ext. 124 FAX: (937) 433-8691 Internet: http://www.sdacc.com; Email:
rkronauge@sdacc.com

student electives. We are looking for
caring and compassionate physicians
with strong Christian values to serve in
our community. If you are interested in
learning about the benefits and opportunities of working at our Clinic, contact Madeline Horinouchi, recruiter at
mhorinouchi@guamsda.com or 1-671483-5998. Our Mission – “Leading
people to Christ through high quality
health care and education.”
Adventist Health—West Coast
Adventist Health is committed to
sharing God’s love by providing
physical, mental, and spiritual healing.
As a not-for-profit, faith-based health
care system, this mission is shared by
each of the 17 hospitals and numerous clinics and outpatient facilities
we own and manage in California,
Oregon, Washington, and Hawaii. To
find out more about current pyhsician opportunities, contact Ryan Rasmusson in Adventist Health’s Physician Services department at (800)
847-9840, e-mail <phyjobs@ah.org>
or visit <www.adventisthealth.org/
phyjobs>
Residents and Fellows—Adventist
Health’s AdvanceMD program is all
about you. With AdvanceMD you get
paid up to two years before you complete your training. To compare locations, find out additional details and
be considered for opportunities, visit
<www.advanceMDprogram.com>

Don’t Forget
APC 2012
March 2-5!
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Plan for your dreams.

More

For more than 35 years, Eddie Ngo, CFP, has been helping
Loma Linda University School of Medicine alumni
achieve their personal and financial goals.
With his background as a financial planner, Eddie Ngo
has helped his clients build strong, diverse investment
portfolios, providing advice on insurance, pension/tax
planning, and investment/retirement planning.
Your goals and dreams depend upon a solid financial
plan.
Let us help you build that plan now.
Securities and Advisory Services Offered Through National Planning Corporation
Member FINRA/SIPC, and a Registered Investment Adviser

than just

another job
CHIEF MEDICAL OFFICER

Eddie Ngo

Certified Financial Planner Practitioner

222 East Olive Street, Suite 2, Redlands, CA 92373
909-307-1760 Fax: 909-307-1763

a

CALLING
Enhance Product / Service Quality

The Alumni Association has become the
beneficiary of two adjacent grave sites in
the Rose Hills Memorial Park, located in

Build High Performance and
Customer-Focused Culture
Drive Process Innovation
Build Strategic Partnerships and Relationships
to Create Alignment and Accountability

Whittier, CA—the single largest memorial
park in the world, famous for its Pageant
of Roses Garden and Sky Rose Chapel. The
plots are located in the Vista Lawn section of
Rose Hills, Lot 7969, Section 4, in an original section of the park—a very peaceful site
among large, mature trees. This is a very de-
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sirable location, and has been sold out for
years. The two plots are selling for $17,000
total, including transfer fees. If you are in-

Adventist Health System employees and
physicians care for nearly 4 million patients
each year. Our mission of Extending the
Healing Ministry of Christ depends not only on
our commitment to Christian ideals but on our
efforts to provide extraordinary compassionate
care. Join us in living out this mission.

terested in purchasing these plots from the

For more information regarding available
postions please contact Dr. Doug Bechard at

Alumni Association, please contact Lory at

Douglas.BechardMD@ahss.org

909.558.4633.
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CTEF
When fully endowed, this $50-million
scholarship fund will guarantee that all
deserving students, regardless of financial
situation, will be admitted to the
School of Medicine.

Thank you for your continued support
Class credit is given for all donations made to Alumni Fund projects

GOLD

anniversary class

Weldon Schumacher ’62

Come to

APC 2012
March 2-5

The
Centennial
Tuition
Endowment
Fund

